


FRANTIC FREDDIE 
LOADING - Press SHIFToo RUN/STOP. Plug Joystick Into 
Port 2. Press Fire button to start game. 

PLAYING - Froodle Is a telephone engineer who has ac
cidentally come across a secret magical telephone network. 
Pots ol gold are sitting on the wires, and Freddie Is so 
greedy that he has to have them all. Unfortunately, the gold 
Is guarded by the dreaded GreebUes. The Greeblles may 
look cute, but they are ruthlessly efficient at disposing of 
anyone who comes along to steal their goldl 

Use your Joystick to move Froodle left or right, or up or 
down the poles. When Froodle meets a telegraph pole he 
must go up or down It. The G'reeblles can pass over the 
poles, but Freddie can'tl If Freddie can grab all the pots ol 
gold he can advance to the next level. Wacky bpnus 
characters will appear, and t~ere are extra points for lhese. 

lit may help you to know that the. Red Greebly tracks you 
<\Jp and d<1Nn, searching for the noor level that Freddie Is 
oh, whne the Blue Greebly tracks Freddie sideways. The Yel-
1CJ.N Greebly Is a law unto himself and you never know 

hlch way he'll gol 

Watch out for the wacky lntenmlsslons and wonder at the 
brUllanUy arrange<! music sound trackl 

~CORING - Get 10 points for each pol ol gold, rising by 10 
~lnts each new level. Score 100 for bonus characters, ln
c(easlng by 100 each new level. Enter your Initials In the 
nigh score table, starting with the leftmost Initial. Push Joys
flck forwards untl the right letter Is displayed, then move 
the stick to the right to go on to the nexl Initial. Or move 
left to correct a previous Initial. When the letters are cor
rect, press Fire to start again. 
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an incredible soundtrack 
brilliantly arranged tunes , 

Frantic Freddie is a contagiously addictive 
arcade classic. Freddie is a phone line engineer 

who has to climb up and down the poles to pick up pots of 
gold and avoid the dreaded Greeblies. 
Greeblies take on ) a different form each 
screen - they may look cute, but they show no mercy With 
wacky messages and funny interludes - the game with a 
sense of humour! 
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